
The Einhell GC-HM 400 cylinder lawn mower is a robust, functional lawn mower without a motor drive, for the clean, quiet and environment-friendly

mowing of lawns of up to 250 m² in size. The ball-bearing mounted mower spindle with five high-grade steel blades is designed for a cutting width of 40

cm. The cutting height adjustment facility with 4 levels can be adjusted to individual requirements between 13 mm and 37 mm. The plastic roller has a

diameter of 46 mm and the cylinder lawn mower has lawn-friendly large wheels. A curved long handle provides optimum on-the-job ergonomics, and

there is a parking position for easy and secure storage of the lawn mower. The 27 liter grass catch basket is removable and easy to empty.

Hand Lawn Mower

GC-HM 400
Item No.: 3414129

Ident No.: 21010

Bar Code: 4006825651959

Features & Benefits
Mowing spindle with ball bearings and 5 high-grade steel blades-

4-steps adjustable cutting height 13 - 37 mm-

Bended handle providing perfect ergonomics-

Parking position assuring safe and easy storage-

Detachable 27 l grass basket-

Plastic roller Ø 50 mm-

Wide wheels exert less stress on the lawn-

Recommended for lawn areas up to 250 m²-

Technical Data
- Cutting width 400 mm

- Cutting height adjustment 4 settings  |  13-37

- Mowing spindle diameter 125 mm

- Number of mowing knives 5 Pieces

- Capacity of catch bag 27 L

- Wheels diameter 215 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 7.5 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 8.5 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 570 x 353 x 245 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 8.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 580 x 240 x 350 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 550 | 1188 | 1451

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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